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Grade 7 Up-Beauty professionals respond to health and beauty tips sent in by contributors of the

Alloy.com Internet community. Chapters address hair care, makeup, skin care, and natural

products. Within each chapter, suggestions from teens are followed by comments from experts.

These statements often point out dangerous practices, modify procedures, or provide better

solutions to the particular problem addressed. The book has a number of interviews with makeup

artists and celebrities including MTV's Audrey da Costa and rock star Shirley Manson. Sidebars on

the history of beauty practices are also included. The layout of the book is reminiscent of a

magazine, with line drawings interspersed throughout and the use of different fonts, frames, and

shades of color to highlight text. Perhaps the biggest drawbacks are the lack of clear illustrations of

techniques and the fact that some readers may find "recipe" instructions calling for "equal parts" of

everything too unspecific. Nonetheless, readers will enjoy this high-interest, browsable item and will

find it more accessible than Bobbi Brown Teenage Beauty (HarperCollins, 2000). Jane Halsall,

McHenry Public Library District, IL Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.



I think that DIY beauty is the most helpful book for not only teens but everyone. They deal with tips

for make-up, hair, zits, tweezing eye brows and soo many more things. I think that if you need some

beauty help,u should definetly get this book. In the book there are people who share their beauty

secrets and recipies. Underneath each recipie a beauty expert will tell if that is a good idea or a bad

idea and exactly why. I really really would recomend this book. In fact i miss placed my DIY beauty

book and love it so much that i am goin to buy another one. This isn't a book that u jus read and put

down; its a book u will have and use forever!!!

I was shocked when I read this book. I am 14 years old and just getting into the whole zit, make-up,

and hair thing that all female teenagers live with. This book wrote out beauty tips that people just

like us sent in. Then they had a professional tell us if that idea would work or not. I thought that was

a really good idea for a beauty book. It clears up the myths of beauty secrets. It tells you what

works, what doesn't work, make-up advice, hair advice, how to deal with zits, etc. You have to get

this book!

Do It Yourself Beauty is a fun book. You receive tips from professional make-up artists and from

celebrity's themselves! Although, many of us gals, won't get up @ 5am to look this going to school,

it's great for sleepovers and when "girls just wanna have fun!"

This book gave me so many ideas for little at home spas (Invite the girls over and have a spa

party!). Real girls write in beauty recipes and concoctions that work for them, and then doctors and

beauty experts give there opinions on whether the recipes work or not. Great read for any girl

interested in lookin' good!

I thought this book was great for giving beauty tips and ideas on everything (your skin, hair, nails &

body). I used it to give myself a spa day (with mayo in my hair & oatmeal on my face! lol). If your

looking for that type of thing, easy quick & cheap home beauty treaments & advice then you should

definetly get this book! :)

I felt this book was exactly what i was looking for; advice on how to do your own makeup and skin

care. I have used a lot of the tips and i think they work great. I also liked reading about the different

celeb's "beauty items".



This is a great book on diy beauty; people tell their recipes on making diy treatments and then

experts talk if they actually work or not. Its also filled with comments from celebs, tips from make up

artists, and it gives some fun history facts on beauty.
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